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During the last decade the way we consume and spread information changed fundamentally.
With the phenomenon called “Web 2.0”, we associate a variety of web-technologies that
established new individual publication channels and new ways of communication and
interaction. Being one of the biggest players in the Web 2.0, Wikipedia revolutionised the
availability of knowledge as a free online encyclopaedia. The main characteristic of
Wikipedia is its collaborative approach: Everyone can contribute to the collection of the
world’s knowledge. With Wikidata, a new platform is about to apply the collaborative
approach to the collection of data. We don’t know yet, if Wikidata marks the beginning of a
democratisation of data dissemination. Nevertheless, we’d like to explain the concept and
how it can be useful for our purposes.
Who are the people behind Wikidata?
Wikidata is the first new Wikimedia project since the inception of Wikiversity in 2006. Same
as Wikipedia it is carried by the Wikimedia Foundation1, in this case under the responsibility
of the German chapter Wikimedia Deutschland2. The Project is funded by the Allen Institute
for Artificial Intelligence [AI]², the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation and Google, Inc.
After the initial development the Wikimedia Foundation will take responsibility for further
improvement and maintenance. So Wikidata is not intended as a German but a multilingual
platform.
What is Wikidata?
Wikidata is “a free, collaborative, multilingual, secondary database, collecting structured data
to provide support for Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, the other Wikimedia projects, and
well beyond that.”3
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That means that all data published on Wikidata is under a free licence and can be reused in a
variety of different ways. It is entered and maintained by Wikidata editors, who “decide on
the rules of content creation in Wikidata”.4 As stated before, it will be completely
multilingual. All components will be localised so editing and using or reusing the data will be
possible in any supported language. New data will be available in every language at the same
time.
What is new about Wikidata? Other Wikimedia projects provide media files (Wikimedia
Commons) or articles (Wikipedia). Wikidata will provide structured data. By consequence it
is stored in machine-readable form. That simplifies the reuse of all items in the database and
opens up an infinite variety of possibilities of how the data can be used.
As a secondary database, Wikidata will provide – besides the statements – the origin, thus
source of the data. That means that it will be possible to enter many different statements, each
with the associated source5.
What does Wikidata?
As mentioned above, one of the primary goals of Wikidata is to support other Wikimedia
projects, especially Wikipedia. The initial development will proceed in three steps that will
all enhance the way articles on Wikipedia can be edited and managed.
A. Phase 1: Interwiki links
At first, Wikidata will provide an alternative to the current
interlanguage link system6. What does this mean? At the moment
there exist Wikipedias in 285 different languages7. Most articles
are linked to other Wikipedias, treating the same subject in other
languages (see picture on the right). These connections are more or
less managed individually by hand for every language.
Wikidata wants to set up one page for every entity described by an
article in one of the Wikipedia language editions. This page
contains links to all articles describing the given entity in one of the
different language editions. In the end there will be one Wikidata
page for every entity and several Wikipedia articles describing the
entity: one article for each language. Besides the links to the
articles, the Wikidata page will contain labels and short descriptions for each supported
language. Finally it will be possible to add aliases for each entity.
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B. Phase 2: Infoboxes
After setting up the Wikidata pages, phase 2 will
enable the Wikidata community to add facts to the
entities. These facts can be a) typed as links
between entities or b) property – value pairs. Facts
can be enriched with sources and other qualifiers.
“The data will be fully exported in different
formats, especially RDF and JSON. Wikidata will
provide an API to edit the extended content.”8 The
Wikipedia software (MediaWiki) will contain an
extension allowing to include Wikidata items to
infoboxes by entering a piece of code. As Wikidata
is fully multilingual, it will be possible for smaller Wikipedias to use the information of more
active Wikipedia communities. For all participating Wikipedias it will take less efforts to
keep the articles up to date.
C. Phase 3: Lists
In Wikipedia editors have the
possibility to enrich articles using lists.
Phase 3 will make it much easier to
create lists that need even less
maintenance in order to provide
information that is always up to date.
Using more complex queries will make
it possible to create lists from Wikidata.
For example an editor lets Wikidata
create an automatic list of all capital
cities with female majors, sorted by
population. Every article in any
language edition using that list will
automatically be updated if the source
in Wikidata gets changed.
How can we use it?
A. Repository
Wikidata can serve as a central repository for free data, just as Wikipedia is the biggest
collection of free knowledge in the web. It opens up new ways of disseminating data: The
information can be added to one central database and at once it is possible to refer to it in any
Wikipedia article in any supported language. Why is this so useful? In most cases Wikipedia
articles are among the first results in search engines like Google. With little effort our data
can
become
part
of
a
huge
number
of
such
prominent
articles.
As it is planned to provide sources with the data, it will be possible not only to promote data,
but the original database as well. That will increase traffic on our own websites and improve
our own websites’ ranking on Google.
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But not only will Wikimedia projects benefit from Wikidata: As everything will be stored in
machine-readable form, all third-party developers have access to the database. So without any
additional costs our data can become part of other websites and apps developed with the
Wikidata-API.
Just one example: Google is about to enhance its search engine with semantic features and
will sooner or later answer questions directly on its own site. Other applications like Apple’s
Siri work with similar techniques. Therefore databases with machine-readable content are
needed. Wikidata has the potential to become one of the most important sources for
applications
in
the
semantic
web.
From a technical point of view it will be important to stay up to date with the development of
the project. There will be an API to enter data automatically. That means Wikidata is not only
machine-readable
but
also
machine-editable.
It should be mentioned that Wikidata will not integrate data from remote sites automatically.
But it is up to third-party projects to develop bots or other services that help aligning the
content of Wikidata with other databases.
B. Source
It has been said that the data can be used in different ways within the different Wikimedia
projects and it will be able to serve as a source for third-party projects. It will be possible to
combine our own data with additional information from Wikidata. This opens up a huge
variety of possibilities for new applications on the web.
Why is it “social”?
Having said that there will be an API for entering data, it is important to notice that it is still –
same as on Wikipedia – the community’s responsibility to decide whether data is useful or
not. Consequently the Wikidata developers highlight the fact that there has to be a working
community
before
bigger
donations
of
data
can
be
made.9
As stated before it will be a collaborative project. It will be possible to enter “competing”
data from different sources. The power of one central repository stokes fears for vandalism.
There will be mechanisms to restrict the access for editors of Wikidata. 10 In order to sustain
one’s position it will help to be part of the community from the beginning. It won’t be enough
to develop APIs and upload data.
When will it launch?
The German chapter of Wikimedia started working in April 2012. With a very tight schedule
they hope to finish development within one year. Phase 1 – the interwiki links – should be
finished by this year’s northern summer. Entering data and reusing it will be possible from
autumn / early winter 2012. Creating lists (phase 3) is scheduled to be finished by the end of
March 2013.
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Where do we get further information?
Meta-Wiki:
Wikidata blog posts:

http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikidata
http://blog.wikimedia.de/tag/wikidata/

All screenshots are taken from wikipedia.org.

